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Abstract
This research focuses on optimizing transition metal nanocatalyst immobilization and
activity to enhance ethane dehydrogenation. Ethane dehydrogenation, catalyzed by thermally
stable Irn (n = 8, 12, 18) atomic clusters that exhibit a cuboid structure, was studied using the
B3LYP method with triple-ζ basis sets. Relativistic effects and dispersion corrections were
included in the calculations. In the dehydrogenation reaction Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5 →
(H)2−Irn−C2H4, the first H-elimination is the rate-limiting step, primarily because the reaction
releases sufficient heat to facilitate the second H-elimination. The catalytic activity of the Ir
clusters strongly depends on the Ir cluster size and the specific catalytic site. Cubic Ir8 is the least
reactive towards H-elimination in ethane: Ir8 + C2H6 → H−Ir8−C2H5 has a large (65 kJ/mol)
energy barrier, whereas Ir12 (3×2×2 cuboid) and Ir18 (3×3×2 cuboid) lower this energy barrier to
22 kJ/mol and 3 kJ/mol, respectively. The site dependence is as prominent as the size effect. For
example, the energy barrier for the Ir18 + C2H6 → H−Ir18−C2H5 reaction is 3 kJ/mol, 48 kJ/mol,
and 71 kJ/mol at the corner, edge, or face-center sites of the Ir18 cuboid, respectively. Energy
release due to Ir cluster insertion into an ethane C–H bond facilitates hydrogen migration on the
Ir cluster surface, and the second H-elimination of ethane. In an oxygen-rich environment,
oxygen molecules may be absorbed on the Ir cluster surface. The oxygen atoms bonded to the Ir
cluster surface may slightly increase the energy barrier for H-elimination in ethane. However, the
adsorption of oxygen and its reaction with H atoms on the Ir cluster releases sufficient heat to
yield an overall thermodynamically favored reaction: Irn + C2H6 + ½ O2 → Irn + C2H4 + H2O.
These results will be useful towards reducing the energy cost of ethane dehydrogenation in
industry.
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1. Introduction
Ethane dehydrogenation is a multibillion-dollar process in the petroleum industry.
Consequently, transition metal catalyst activity towards dehydrogenation of ethane and other
light alkanes has been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically.1 Specifically,
metal oxide surface-supported transition metal nanoclusters are particularly effective towards
catalyzed alkane dehydrogenation.2–7 Despite the extraordinary catalytic activity of these
supported transition metal nanocatalysts, their migration on supporting surfaces often leads to
undesired coalescence and catalyst deactivation.8 Various methods have been used to prevent
supported nanocatalyst deactivation, such as using surface defects to trap the nanocatalysts.9
Instead of focusing on the anchoring ability of the supporting surface, we aim to design a
catalytic system that prevents nanocatalyst migration by increasing nanocatalyst cluster size. By
so doing, more chemical bonds can be formed between larger clusters and their supporting
surface. Consequently, the surface-supported clusters must overcome a larger energy barrier to
migrate. However, larger cluster sizes can be problematic because transition metal nanocatalysts
often lose their catalytic activity at a sufficiently large cluster size. This research focuses on
overcoming previous catalytic limitations by optimizing both nanocatalyst immobilization and
activity.
This paper focuses on the catalytic activity of iridium clusters (Ir8, Ir12, and Ir18) towards
ethane dehydrogenation. Smaller Ir4 and Ir6 clusters that are supported on metal oxide surfaces
exhibit extraordinary catalytic activity towards ethene hydrogenation and reversible ethane
dehydrogenation.2,3,5 However, such small Ir clusters tend to migrate on their supporting surface.
For example, the energy barrier of Ir3 migration on a MgO surface is only approximately 40
kJ/mol.8 Larger Ir8, Ir12, and Ir18 clusters with a cubic or cuboid structure may have 4, 6, and 9 Ir
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atoms forming chemical bonds to their supporting surface and thus are less likely to migrate than
Ir3. Our choice of these three cluster sizes (n = 8, 12, 18) was also motivated by their predicted
thermodynamic favorability than similar sizes.10,11 Chen et al. found that Ir8 tends to adopt a very
stable cubic structure at the CASSCF and CCSD(T) levels of theory.11 Davis et al. found that the
global minima of Ir8, Ir12, and Ir18 adopts a cubic or cuboid structure via PBE density functional
theory (DFT) calculations.10 The plot of energy second-order derivatives with respect to cluster
sizes suggests that Ir clusters with an even number of atoms are more stable than those with an
odd number of atoms; Ir8, Ir12, and Ir18 cubic/cuboid structures are particularly stable and thus 8,
12, and 18 may be considered “magic numbers” of Ir clusters.10 These magic numbers are not
unique to Ir nanoclusters: Ru8 and Ru12 prefer to adopt a cubic or cuboid structure and are
particularly stable in comparison with Ru clusters of similar sizes.12 Because thermal stability
may also hinder nanocatalyst deformation and activation, we studied catalysis of Ir8, Ir12, and Ir18
cuboid structures with respect to ethane dehydrogenation.
Irn (n = 8, 12, 18) cluster-catalyzed ethane dehydrogenation involves two steps: i)
insertion of an Irn cluster into a C−H bond of ethane, Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5; and ii) the same
Ir cluster breaks a second C−H bond, H−Irn−C2H5 → (H)2−Irn−C2H4. In an oxygen-rich
environment, hydrogen atoms on the Ir cluster surface react with adsorbed oxygen to form water.
Overall, when the endothermic C2H6 → C2H4 + H2 reaction (
with the reaction H2 + ½O2 → H2O (

)13 is coupled

),13 oxidative dehydrogenation of

ethane, C2H6 + ½O2 → C2H4 + H2O, becomes strongly exothermic:

at

298 K. Due to the strong thermodynamic favorability from hydrogen atom oxidation, Irn clusterfacilitated cleavage of two C–H bonds of ethane, Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5 → (H)2−Irn−C2H4, is
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more likely the bottleneck of ethane oxidative dehydrogenation. Hence, these two H-eliminations
steps are the focus of this computational study.
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2. Computational Methods
The B3LYP DFT method14–16 was used for all of the calculations. Chen et al. showed that
B3LYP clearly outperforms PW91 and SVWN with respect to Ir cluster calculations.11 The
B3LYP method was also compared with several other DFT methods against the coupled-cluster
benchmark calculations for small Ir compounds; B3LYP balanced accuracy and computational
cost (see subsection 3.1). The D3 empirical dispersion formulated by Grimme with Becke–
Johnson damping17 (D3BJ) was included in all B3LYP calculations. In the geometry
optimization and vibrational frequency calculations, polarized double-ζ basis sets were used: the
LANL2DZ basis set and the LANL2 effective core potential (ECP),18 augmented with f-type
polarization functions,19 were employed on the Ir atoms; and the 6-31G(d) basis sets were
employed on the C, H, and O atoms.20,21 To further improve the accuracy, single-point energies
were calculated using polarized triple-ζ basis sets: the LANL2TZ(f) basis set18,19,22 was
employed on the Ir atoms; and the 6-311G(d,p) basis sets on the C, H, and O atoms.23 The
harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor approximation was made in the vibrational frequency
calculations. The scaling factor for the zero-point energy, enthalpy, and entropy calculations was
set to be 1. Spin-orbit coupling was negligible for Ir8 and larger clusters11, and thus was not
included in the calculations.
An extensive search for the lowest-energy-barrier reaction paths of Irn + C2H6 →
H−Irn−C2H5 → (H)2−Irn−C2H4 was conducted in various spin states. Intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) calculations were performed for every transition state (TS) to ensure that the TS structure
connects the desired reactant and product. The Cartesian coordinates and vibrational frequencies
of the transition state structures are included in the Supporting Information.
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Coupled-cluster benchmark calculations were performed using GAMESS software;24,25
DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 package.26
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Computational method assessment
We first assessed numerous computational methods for accuracy and computational cost.
We compared six widely used DFT methods, including the double-hybrid B2PLYP27 with HF
exchange and MP2-type correlation, the single-hybrid B3LYP14–16 and PBE028 methods with HF
exchange, and the pure BLYP,15,29 PBE,30 and SVWN31–34 methods. The bond energies of IrH,
IrC, IrO, and IrO2 were calculated using the aforementioned DFT methods, and by using the
benchmark CR-CC(2,3) method, in which CR-CC(2,3) stands for the left-eigenstate completely
renormalized singles, doubles, and perturbative triples method.35–38 The same basis sets as
described in the Computational Methods section were used consistently in all of the DFT and
CR-CC(2,3) calculations. Table 1 shows that the double-hybrid B2PLYP method clearly
outperforms the hybrid B3LYP and PBE0 methods, and that the three pure DFT methods are the
least accurate. However, calculation of the MP2-type correlation in B2PLYP becomes
prohibitively computationally expensive for larger Ir clusters such as Ir18. Therefore, practical
considerations of limited computing resources dictated the choice of B3LYP. Chen and Dixon
also recommend the B3LYP method for Ir cluster modeling.11

Table 1. Deviations and mean absolute deviation of the DFT calculated bond energy relative to
the CR-CC(2,3) benchmark calculations. All values are in kJ/mol.
B2PLYP
B3LYP
BLYP
PBE0
PBE
SVWN
3
IrH
3.1
−10.1
−3.5
−4.5
−27.4
−95.2
2
IrC
−9.2
34.2
−13.8
23.4
−73.4
−195.7
2
IrO
−2.5
23.6
−52.6
30.8
−62.2
−233.5
2
IrO2
−13.5
26.1
−72.5
34.8
−126.9
−226.9
Mean Absolute
Deviation
7.1
23.5
35.6
23.4
72.5
187.8

Inclusion of the D3BJ dispersion corrections was important, as illustrated in Figure 1 via
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a comparison of the atomization energy per atom for Irn clusters, with the dispersion correction
versus without the correction. The magnitude of the dispersion correction increases appreciably
as the Ir cluster size increases from 2 to 18.
Our B3LYP–D3BJ calculations suggest that the Ir8 global minimum has a multiplicity of
13, which is in agreement with Chen and Dixon’s coupled-cluster calculations.11 The multiplicity
of the lowest-energy Ir12 cuboid is 11, which is different from the PBE prediction (M = 3).10 For
the Ir18 cuboid structure, we found three nearly degenerate electronic states (M = 3, 5, 7) with the
lowest energies, which is in reasonable agreement with the PBE calculations (M = 7).10 In
summary, the B3LYP–D3BJ calculations agree with the previous CCSD(T) calculations and
partially with the PBE calculations; our assessment of the DFT methods for small Ir molecules
suggests that hybrid DFT methods (e.g., B3LYP) in general outperform the pure DFT methods
(e.g., PBE). A similar study also found that hybrid DFT methods ourform pure methods for
analogous platinum molecules.39
Because of the many nearly degenetate electronic states in Ir clusters, it is necessary to
investigate the Ir cluster-catalyzed hydrogen elimination of ethane in various spin states, as
described next.

3.2 First hydrogen elimination: Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5
The energy profiles of the Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5 reaction path were calculated in
various spin states. For Ir8, reaction paths in eight spin states (S = 0 7) were calculated; this
ensured that at least one reaction path was calculated with its spin quantum number higher than
that of the Ir8 global minimum in the 13-et state with S = 6, in which the multiplicity (M) equals
2S + 1. Ir8 clusters with S > 7 have much higher energy and thus were not investigated further.
For Ir12 and Ir18, reaction paths in seven different spin states (S = 0 6) were calculated; spin
9

states that are higher than S = 6 have much higher energies and thus were not investigated
further.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the eight reaction paths of Ir8 + C2H6 → H−Ir8−C2H5 in various
spin states. Each of the eight reaction paths consists of four structures: i) separate Ir8 and ethane
reactants (Ir8 + C2H6); ii) the reaction complex (Ir8---C2H6), where the “---” symbol denotes the
attractive interaction between the Ir cluster and ethane; iii) the TS in which the C–H bond is
partially broken while the Ir–H and Ir–C bonds are partially formed; and iv) the product
(H−Ir8−C2H5). The total energy of separated 13Ir8 global minimum and C2H6 were chosen to be
the zero-point reference for the relative energy of every species on the same chart.
On the reactant side in Figure 2(a), there are separate reactants (Ir8 + C2H6) and reactant
complexes (Ir8---C2H6), which leads to two different definitions of the energy barrier:
True energy barrier = E(TS) – E(Ir8---C2H6)
Apparent energy barrier = E(TS) – E(Ir8) – E(C2H6)
True energy barriers are always positive, whereas the apparent energy barrier can be zero or even
negative when the attraction between Ir8 and C2H6 is equal to or greater than the true energy
barrier, which is indeed the case for all six reaction paths with M < 13. However, the reaction
path in the 13-et state is considered to be the lowest-energy-barrier path despite its 65 kJ/mol
apparent energy barrier; this is because ~80 kJ/mol or more energy (and electron spin flip) is
necessary to excite the 13-et global minimum to the 11-et state or any other spin states.
For practical purposes, the catalytic activity of an Irn cluster is quantized in the following
manner. For each reaction path in a specific spin state, its highest-energy structure (which is not
necessarily the transition state) is considered to be the energy bottleneck of that path; and the
10

lowest-energy bottleneck among all reaction paths is considered to be the lowest-energy barrier
for the Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5 reaction. The reaction path with the lowest energy barrier was
plotted with thick solid lines, whereas all other reaction paths were plotted with thin dashed lines
(Figure 2). Suppression of electron spin is observed as the Ir cluster size increases. For Ir8, the
reaction path with the lowest energy barrier is in the 13-et electronic state. For the corner and
edge sites of Ir12, the reaction paths with the lowest energy barrier are in the septet state and
quintet state, respectively. For the corner, edge, and face-center sites of Ir18, the reaction paths
with the lowest energy barrier are all in the triplet state.
In the cuboid structure of Ir12, Ir atoms may occupy two different sites: the corner site or
edge site. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) illustrate the Ir12 + C2H6 → H−Ir12−C2H5 reaction paths at these
two different sites. In order to make direct comparisons of the energy profiles at these two
catalytic sites, the vertical axes of relative energy in Figures 2(b) and 2(c) have the same
maximum and minimum values. The relative energies of the reactant complexes are virtually the
same before Ir atom insertion into a C–H bond. However, the relative energies of the transition
states are generally lower at the corner site than at the edge site. The lowest-energy barrier of the
corner site is 21 kJ/mol in the septet state, whereas that of the edge site is 27 kJ/mol in the
quintet state. The relative energies of the products of the corner site reactions are also lower than
those of the edge site. This conspicuous site effect can be explained with the different
coordination number of the inserting Ir atom: the corner Ir atom is more severely undercoordinated and thus more likely to accept the C-H σ bond electrons, forming Ir–C and Ir–H
bonds. Electron flow from ethane to Ir12 is evidenced by both the Mulliken charge analysis and
the frontier molecular orbital energy analysis. For example, Mulliken charge on a corner atom of
an 7Ir12 cluster changes from –0.07 to –0.21 when this corner atom inserts into a C–H bond in the
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septet TS. The negative LUMO energy of 7Ir12 (–0.16 Hartree) also indicates that the direction of
the electron flow is from ethane to 7Ir12. The site effect can also be explained by visualizing the
shapes of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) of the Ir12 cluster in Figure 3(a): the
LUMO lobes are more diffuse on the corner sites, and thus the corner Ir atoms accept the C–H σ
bonding electrons more easily than the edge Ir atoms. This is also the case for the Ir18 cuboid,
although Ir18 has a third type of site, the face-center sites, which are less reactive than both the
corner and edge sites.
Figures 2(d–f) illustrate the reaction paths of Ir18 inserting into a C–H bond at three
different sites: corner (2d), edge (2e), and face-center (2f) sites. The vertical axes of the relative
energies of Figures 2(d–f) have the same maximum and minimum values. Similarly, electron
flows from ethane to the inserting Ir18 cluster in these reactions. For example, Mulliken charge
on a corner atom of an 3Ir18 cluster changes from –0.09 to –0.25 when this corner atom inserts
into a C–H bond in the triplet TS. The negative LUMO energy of 3Ir18 (–0.16 Hartree) also
indicates that the direction of the electron flow is from ethane to 3Ir18. Clearly, the corner site
insertion is favored both kinetically (lower TS energy) and thermodynamically (lower product
energy) than the edge site. The face-center site has the lowest catalytic activity. The site effect
can again be explained using the coordination number of the inserting Ir atom: the coordinate
numbers of the corner, edge, and face-center atoms are 3, 4, and 5, respectively; and Ir atoms
with lower coordination numbers tend to more readily insert into a C–H bond. Moreover, Figure
3(b) shows that the LUMOs of 3Ir18 also have more diffuse lobes at the corners than at the edge
and face-center sites. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show a clear trend that the relative energy of the
transition state of the corner site reaction is lower than those at the edge and face-center sites.
The relative energies of the products exhibit the same trend in Figures 3(e) and 3(f). The corner-
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site Ir12 + C2H6 → H−Ir12−C2H5 reaction releases as much as 100 kJ/mol heat, significantly more
than that of the edge site; the corner-site Ir18 + C2H6 → H−Ir18−C2H5 reaction releases ~80
kJ/mol heat, also significantly more than those of the edge and face-center sites.
The enthalpy and Gibbs energy of activation of the Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5 reaction
were also calculated. Figure 4(a) shows that the temperature dependence of the enthalpy of
activation is negligible (~ 1 kJ/mol or less) from 0 K to 298 K. Figure 4(a) also clearly shows
that the clusters’ enthalpy of activation strongly depends on the cluster size and the catalytic site:
Ir12 and Ir18 have a much stronger catalytic activity than Ir8, and the corner-site Ir atoms exhibit
stronger catalytic activity than the edge and face-center sites. Figure 4(b) shows that the Gibbs
energy of activation is generally greater than the enthalpy of activation, due to the significant
entropy decrease in the transition state structure compared to the much looser reactant structures.
The entropy of activation (

) ranges approximately between –100 and –130 J/(mol K) relative

to separated Irn + C2H6 reactants, resulting in a ca. 30−40 kJ/mol difference between the enthalpy
and the Gibbs energy of activation at room temperature, given
example, the lowest possible

and

. For

of Ir18 + C2H6 → H−Ir18−C2H5 are 3 kJ/mol and 31

kJ/mol, respectively, in the triplet electronic state. The extraordinarily small enthalpy of
activation (3 kJ/mol) results from the significant enthalpy decrease (–54 kJ/mol) in the formation
of the 3Ir18---C2H6 complex. However, it is seemingly surprising that the enthalpy bottleneck (21
kJ/mol) and the Gibbs energy bottleneck (25 kJ/mol) for the Ir12 + C2H6 → H−Ir12−C2H5 reaction
differ by merely 4 kJ/mol in the septet electronic state. This is because the apparent energy
barrier of this reaction is –46 kJ/mol: the TS has significantly lower energy than the separated
reactants. Consequently, the relative enthalpy or Gibbs energy of the separated reactants (7Ir12 +
C2H6), instead of the TS, are the bottleneck of the Ir12 + C2H6 → H−Ir12−C2H5 reaction paths.
13

Because the entropy of 7Ir12 is 13 J/(mol K) smaller than that of the 11Ir12 global minimum, the
enthalpy and Gibbs energy bottlenecks for the Ir12 + C2H6 → H−Ir12−C2H5 reaction paths differ
by only 13 J/(mol K) × 298 K ≈ 4 kJ/mol at room temperature. The above entropy analysis
shows why ethane H-elimination at the Ir18 corner site has the lowest enthalpy of activation,
whereas the reaction at the Ir12 corner site has the lowest Gibbs energy of activation at room
temperature.
The product of the first H-elimination reaction, H−Irn−C2H5, lies ~80 kJ/mol (Ir18 corner
site) or ~100 kJ/mol (Ir12 corner site) below the separated reactants. This substantial energy
decrease suggests that the first hydrogen elimination is very likely the rate-limiting step of the
ethane-to-ethene conversion, because the heat released from the first H-elimination may help
overcome the energy barrier of the second H-elimination step, described next.

3.3 Second hydrogen elimination: H−Irn−C2H5 → (H)2−Irn−C2H4
After an Irn cluster inserts into a C–H bond of ethane, H−Irn−C2H5 is formed and may
then undergo two different types of reactions: i) hydrogen migration on the Ir cluster surface, and
ii) a second hydrogen-elimination that results in ethene. The energy barrier of the hydrogen
migration has a small 10–30 kJ/mol energy barrier, and is thermodynamically favored in the
direction of leaving the Ir–C2H5 site. Therefore, it is assumed that the first eliminated H migrates
to a different position before the second H is removed from ethane. Eliminating a second H atom
from ethane, H−Irn−C2H5 → (H)2−Irn−C2H4, has a larger energy barrier than the first Helimination. This is because once an Ir atom bonds to C2H5, its previously empty d orbitals are
occupied by electrons that originate from ethane, and the Ir atom also becomes more negatively
charged. Therefore, the Ir atom bonded to C2H5 is less likely to attract additional C–H σ bonding
electrons. On the other hand, there are two factors that favor the second H-elimination over the
14

first one: i) the second H-elimination results in the formation of a C−C partial π bond, suggested
by the shortened C−C bond distance both in the transition state (RC−C = 1.44 Å) and in the
product (RC−C = 1.41 Å) in comparison with that in the reactant (RC−C = 1.53 Å); formation of the
partial π bond stabilizes the TS and the product; and ii) overlap between the partial π bond and
the d orbitals of the Ir atom provides additional stabilization via electron delocalization. Overall,
the true energy barrier of the second H-elimination is slightly greater than the first barrier. The
enthalpy of activation of H−Ir12−C2H5 → (H)2−Ir12−C2H4 is 74, 77, 83, and 72 kJ/mol in the spin
states of M = 1, 3, 5, 7 (Figure 5), respectively. To rule out the impact of the first eliminated H
atom on the second H-elimination step, we also studied the Ir12−C2H5 → H−Ir12−C2H4 reaction.
The enthalpy of activation of this reaction is 80, 75, or 84 kJ/mol in the doublet, quartet, or sextet
spin states, respectively; virtually the same as the energy barriers of the H−Ir12−C2H5 →
(H)2−Ir12−C2H4 reactions, with one additional H atom bonded to the Ir cluster surface.
The enthalpy profiles of the two H-elimination steps of Ir12−C2H6 → H−Ir12−C2H5 →
(H)2−Ir12−C2H4 are illustrated in Figure 5. TS1 and TS2 are the transition states of the first and
second H-elimination steps, respectively. TS’ denotes the transition state(s) for the hydrogen
migration on the Ir cluster surface. H-migration from H−Ir12−C2H5 (A) to H−Ir12−C2H5 (B) is
thermodynamically favored, and has an estimated energy barrier of less than 30 kJ/mol.
H-migration on the Ir18 cluster surface and the second H-elimination of ethane catalyzed
by Ir18 were also calculated in various spin states. Similarly, H-migration, with a smaller than 30
kJ/mol energy barrier, is expected to occur and release heat before the second H-elimination.
Although the second H-elimination catalyzed by Ir18 has a slightly higher energy barrier (~90
kJ/mol) than the Ir12 case (~80 kJ/mol), energy released from the first H-elimination and from the
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H-migration is sufficient to overcome this energy barrier. We next discuss oxygen adsorption
effects on Ir cluster-catalyzed ethane dehydrogenation.

3.4 Effect of oxygen adsorbed on the Irn cluster surface
In an oxygen-rich environment, oxygen molecules may be adsorbed on the Ir cluster
surface and decompose. The activation energy of O2 dissociation on the Ir (100) or (111) surface
is calculated to be ~25 kJ/mol or ~6 kJ/mol using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method.40,41 We
performed similar constrained geometry optimization calculations for selected O2-Ir18 structures
at various fixed O-O distances, allowing all other coordinates to fully relax. O2 adsorption and
dissociation on an Ir18 cluster surface are exothermic and virtually barrier-less in both triplet and
quintet electronic states. We then calculated the H-elimination reaction path catalyzed by Ir18
clusters bonded to two O atoms for two different scenarios: i) adsorbed oxygen atoms are singly
bonded to each other, denoted by O2-Ir18; and ii) adsorbed oxygen atoms are no longer bonded to
each other, denoted by (O)2-Ir18. For each scenario we calculated the reaction path in both the
triplet and quintet spin states. Figure 6 shows that O2–Ir18 exhibits virtually the same catalytic
activity as Ir18, whereas (O)2-Ir18 has slightly lower catalytic activity with an ~13 kJ/mol higher
energy barrier than a free Ir18 cluster.

3.5 Propane vs ethane: oxidative dehydrogenation catalyzed by Irn
Since propane-to-propene conversion is also an important industrial process, and is
similar to ethane-to-ethene conversion, we studied the first H-elimination in propane, Irn−C3H8
→ H−Irn−C3H7 for Ir18, in the triplet and quintet states. Figure 7 shows that the H-elimination of
propane is slightly more favored than that of ethane, from both kinetic and thermodynamic
standpoints. This is due to further stabilization of the reactant complex, transition state, and
16

product by the additional methyl group in propane. The first H-elimination reaction is virtually
barrier-free and thus is primarily diffusion-controlled. Thus, Ir12 and Ir18 should also be effective
catalysts towards propane-to-propene conversion.
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4. Conclusions
The B3LYP-D3BJ method was used to model the Ir catalyzed dehydrogenation of ethane,
a common industrial reaction. The first H-elimination step is the rate-limiting step; there is
sufficient heat release to overcome the energy barrier of H-migration and the second Helimination. Ir12 and Ir18 are both more effective catalysts than Ir8. In particular, the corner sites
of Ir12 and Ir18 cuboids are more reactive than the edge sites, whereas the face-center sites are the
least reactive. The different catalytic activities of the three different sites is due to the diffusivity
of the LUMO of the Ir clusters at the corner site, which facilitates acceptance of the C–H σ
bonding electrons. In an oxygen-rich environment, oxygen absorption on the Ir cluster surface
slightly increases the energy barrier for the H-elimination, but the reaction between the oxygen
and hydrogen atoms on the Ir cluster surface renders ethane dehydrogenation thermodynamically
favorable. We also performed calculations for H-elimination of propane, which was more
favorable (from both kinetic and thermodynamic standpoints) than that of ethane. In summary, in
comparison with the Ir4 and Ir6 clusters studied previously,2,3,5 larger Ir12 and Ir18 clusters also
have strong catalytic activity towards dehydrogenation of small alkanes, and should bind to
supporting surfaces more strongly. The thermodynamic stability of the Ir12 and Ir18 cuboids
makes the production of these clusters feasible using chemical or physical vapor deposition
techniques. Most importantly, this paper illustrates a strategy for transition metal nanocatalyst
immobilization on supporting surfaces that hinders deleterious migration and coalescence.
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Figure 1. Atomization energy per atom of Irn clusters calculated using the B3LYP method: with
D3BJ dispersion vs. without D3BJ dispersion.
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Figure 2. Relative energies (kJ/mol) of the Irn + C2H6 → H−Irn−C2H5 reaction path: (a) Ir8, (b–c) Ir12 corner and edge sites, (d–f) Ir18
corner, edge, and face-center sites. Zero-point vibrational energies are included.
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Figure 4. (a) Enthalpy of activation of the Irn + C2H6 → H-Irn-C2H5 reaction (n = 8, 12, 18) on
the corner, edge, and face-center sites at 0 K and 298 K. (b) Gibbs free energy of activation of
the same reaction at 298 K.
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